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Verse:

The sun is sinking low behind the hill.

I loved you long ago, I love you still.

A-cross the years you come to me at twilight,
To bring my love's old thrill.

When the deep purple falls, over sleepy garden walls,

And the stars begin to flicker in the sky

Through the mist of a memory, you wander back to me,

Breathing my name with a sigh.
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In the still of the night, once a-gain I hold you tight,

Though you're gone, your love lives on when moonlight beams.

And as long as my heart will beat, lover, we'll always meet,

Here in my deep purple dreams.

Instrumental verse

In the still of the night, once a-gain I hold you tight,

Though you're gone, your love lives on when moonlight beams.

And as long as my heart will beat, lover, we'll always meet,

Here in my deep purple dreams.
Verse:
D  D+  C7  B7  Em7  Bb7  A7  A7+
The sun is sinking low behind the hill.
DMA7  A11  DMA7  C#m7b5  F#7+  F#7
I loved you long ago, I love you still.
Bm  F#+   D7   G  A7+  Bbdim
A-cross the years you come to me at twi-light,
Bm  F#+   E7sus  E7  A7
To bring my love's old thrill.

A7+  DMA7  Ebdim  Em7  A13
When the deep purple falls, over sleepy garden walls,
DMA7  F#m7b5  B7  C#m7  Ddim
And the stars begin to flicker in the sky
B7  Em11  Gm6  F#m7  Fdim
Through the mist of a memory, you wander back to me,
Em7  A7  A7+  DMA7  B7b9  Em7
Breathing my name with a sigh.

A7+  DMA7  Ebdim  Em7  A13
In the still of the night, once again I hold you tight,
DMA7  F#m7b5  B7  C#m7  Ddim
Though you're gone, your love lives on when moonlight beams.

B7  Em11  Gm6  F#m7  Fdim
And as long as my heart will beat, lover, we'll always meet,
Em7  A7  A7+  DMA7  B7b9  Em7
Here in my deep purple dreams.

Instrumental verse

A7+  DMA7  Ebdim  Em7  A13
In the still of the night, once again I hold you tight,
DMA7  F#m7b5  B7  C#m7  Ddim
Though you're gone, your love lives on when moonlight beams.

B7  Em11  Gm6  F#m7  Fdim
And as long as my heart will beat, lover, we'll always meet,
Em7  A7  A7+  DMA7  F#m7b5  B7b9
Here in my deep purple dreams.

Em7  A7  A7+  DMA7  D#7  DMA7
Here in my deep purple dreams.